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ABSTRACT

Cooperation is critical inmulti-agent reinforcement learning (MARL).

In the context of traffic signal control, good cooperation among the

traffic signal agents enables the vehicles to move through inter-

sections more smoothly. Conventional transportation approaches

implement cooperation by pre-calculating the offsets between two

intersections. Such pre-calculated offsets are not suitable for dy-

namic traffic environments.

To incorporate cooperation in reinforcement learning (RL), two

typical approaches are proposed to take the influence of other agents

into consideration: (1) learning the communications (i.e., the rep-

resentation of influences between agents) and (2) learning joint

actions for agents. While joint modeling of actions has shown a

preferred trend in recent studies, an in-depth study of improving

the learning of communications between agents has not been sys-

tematically studied in the context of traffic signal control.

To learn the communications between agents, in this paper, we

propose to use graph attentional network to facilitate cooperation.

Specifically, for a target intersection in a network, our proposed

model, CoLight, can not only incorporate the influences of neigh-

boring intersections but learn to differentiate their impacts to the

target intersection. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first

to use graph attentional network in the setting of reinforcement

learning for traffic signal control. In experiments, we demonstrate

that by learning the communication, the proposedmodel can achieve

surprisingly good performance, whereas the existing approaches

based on joint action modeling fail to learn well.

1 INTRODUCTION

Traffic signals decide how smoothlyvehicles move in the city. How-

ever, designing an efficient traffic signal control system is quite
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complicated because the traffic situations are highly dynamic. Re-

cent advances in technology provide increasingly available real-

time traffic data collected from sources such as navigation systems

and surveillance cameras. It has drawn increasing attention from

data science researchers to look into this traditional but important

problem.

Traffic signal control is a core research topic in the transporta-

tion field [22]. The typical way to solve this problem is to formulate

it as an optimization problem and solve it under certain assump-

tions (e.g., uniform arrival rate [22, 28] and unlimited lane capac-

ity [25]). Such methods, however, do not perform well because the

assumptions do not hold in the real world.

Recently, researchers start to investigate using reinforcement

learning (RL) techniques for traffic signal control [24, 29, 30]. In

a typical RL setting for traffic signal control, each intersection is

treated as an agent. An agent takes the representation on its lo-

cal traffic situations from the environment as its observation o. Re-

ward r is often defined as a measure correlated with travel time,

and the action a is the choice of a traffic signal phase. If the model

is Q-learning (the most widely used model in recent literature),

we are basically learning a value function Q(o,a), which gives the

score for taking action a in observation o. Different from conven-

tional approaches, such RL methods avoid making strong assump-

tions and directly learn good strategies from the dynamic environ-

ment in a trial-and-error manner. It has shown to be more effective

than conventional optimization-based transportation approaches [29,

30]. However, most RL methods have been focusing on individual

single intersections [4, 17, 29] whereas the cooperation among traf-

fic signal agents has not been extensively discussed.

Cooperation is important in traffic signal control because the

actions of one signal could affect the other, especially when two

intersections are spatially close and when the traffic flow is large.

Good cooperation among the traffic signal agents enables the ve-

hicles to move through intersections more smoothly. Take a look

at the following examples.

Example 1.1 (Overflow). When a lane is already fully congested,

if its upstream intersection continues to give green signal, it will

intensify traffic jam and also waste the opportunity to give green

signal to the other competing direction.

Example 1.2 (Green Wave). During the morning peaks, there is

often a large number of vehicles moving from residential areas to

working areas. If it is all green signals along theway, it will increase
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the city-wide transportation efficiency. Note that, since there are

many commuting routes and these routes compete at the intersec-

tions they meet, the solution is not to simply create green waves.

The cooperation between the intersections is important.

To achieve cooperation in RL, the most straightforward way is

to inform the target agent with other agents’ local observations

through communication, i.e., expanding the observation o of the

target agent to a larger range for more comprehensive information.

However, the more comprehensive the observation is, the more pa-

rameters we need to estimate, and the longer the learning time will

be. Therefore, people tend to select only the relevant agents to be

included in the observation. For example, the information of adja-

cent intersections could be included in the observations [1, 8, 9, 23].

However, the information from intersections that are more than

one-hop away could also be useful such as the case in Example

2. In addition, two intersections that are both same hop-distance

from the target intersection might play different roles to the deci-

sion on the target intersection. For example, if intersections A and

B are adjacent intersections on a major road, but intersection C is

on a side road linked with B. The information from A is more use-

ful to B compared with that from C to B. We ask the question: can

the model automatically learn about what agent information to use

for cooperation and how to use them in the observation?

In this paper, we propose to use a graph attentional network

named CoLight to cooperatively learn to control traffic signals in

a road network. Specifically, the proposed method learns an atten-

tion matrixA, where ai j is the learned attention weight from agent

j to agent i . The information of intersectionsmulti-hop away is cap-

tured through a graph convolutional network and the differences

of their influence on the target intersection are learned through

multi-head attention [27]. We summarize our main contributions

as follows:

•We propose a model, CoLight, that learns network-level coop-

eration for traffic signal control using the graph attentional neural

network.

• We conduct experiments using both synthetic and real-world

data, and the experiments demonstrate that the proposed model

significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to learn traffic

signal cooperation in the scale of hundreds of traffic signals. Our

model adopts the paradigm of centralized training and distributed

execution with all intersections sharing the same model, which

makes it scalable to large-scale road networks. Existing approaches

only apply RLwithout cooperationon the networkwith fewer than

60 intersections.

2 RELATED WORK

Conventional coordinated methods [15] and systems [12, 13, 18]

in transportation usually coordinate traffic signals through modi-

fying the offset (i.e., the time interval between the beginnings of

green lights) between consecutive intersections and require the in-

tersections to have the same cycle length. But this type of methods

can only optimize the traffic for certain pre-defined directions [10].

Actually, it is not an easy task to coordinate the offsets for traffic

signals in the network. For network-level control,Max-pressure [25]

is a state-of-the-art signal control method which greedily takes ac-

tions that maximizes the throughput of the network, under the

assumption that the downstream lanes have unlimited capacity.

Other traffic control methods like TUC [7] also use optimization

techniques to minimize vehicle travel time and/or the number of

stops at multiple intersections under certain assumptions, such as

traffic flow is unform in a certain time period. However, such as-

sumptions often do not hold in the network setting and therefore

prevent these methods from being widely applied.

Recently, reinforcement learning techniques have been proposed

to control traffic signals for their capability of online optimization

without prior knowledge about the given environment. [21] di-

rectly trains one central agent to decide the actions for all intersec-

tions but it cannot scale up due to the curse of dimension in joint ac-

tion space. To mitigate this issue, independent RL methods [3, 30]

are proposed in which they train a bunch of RL agents separately,

one for each intersection. When multiple agents are interacting

with the environment at the same time, the non-stationary impacts

from neighboring agents will be brought into the environment and

the learning process usually cannot converge to stationary policies

if there are no communication or coordinationmechanisms among

agents [2, 20]. Improvements could be done using neighboring in-

formation for cooperation: [8, 9, 23, 30] add downstream informa-

tion into states, [1, 30] add all neighboring states, and [19] adds

neighbors’ hidden states. However, in these methods, the informa-

tion from different neighbors is treated evenly important while the

influences of neighbors are changing with the dynamic traffic flow.

Even when the traffic flow is static, Kinenmatic-wave theory [11]

from the transportation area shows that the upstream intersections

could have larger influence than downstream intersections. To ad-

dress the shortcomings of prior methods, our proposed method

leverages the attention mechanism to learn and specify different

weights to different intersections in a neighborhood.

It is worth noting that the cooperation could also be implemented

by jointly modeling the actions of multiple road intersections [31].

For example, studies [16, 24] have proposed to jointly model two

adjacent intersections. What we propose on communication mod-

eling is in parallel to this joint modeling of actions.

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this section, we present the problem of traffic signal control as

a Markov Game. Each intersection in the system is controlled by

an agent. Given each agent observes part of the total system condi-

tion, we would like to proactively decide for all the intersections in

the system which phases should they change to so as to minimize

the average queue length on the lanes around the intersections.

Specifically, the problem is characterized by the following five ma-

jor components 〈S,O,A,P, r, π ,γ 〉:

• System state space S and observation space O. We assume

that there are N intersections in the system and each agent can

observe part of the system state s ∈ S as its observation o ∈ O. In

this work, we define oti for agent i at time t , which consists of its

current phase (which direction is in green light) and the number

of vehicles on each lane at time t .

• Set of actionsA. In traffic signal control problem, at time t , an

agent i would choose an action ati from its candidate action setAi



as a decision for the next ∆t period of time. Here, each intersection

would choose a phase p as its action ati from its pre-defined phase

set, indicating that from time t to t + ∆t , this intersection would

be in phase p.

• Transition probability P . Given the system state st and cor-

responding joint actions at of agents at time t , the system arrives

at the next state st+1 according to the state transition probability

P(st+1 |st , at ) : S ×A1 × · · · ×AN → Ω(S), where Ω(S) denotes

the space of state distributions.

• Reward r . Each agent i obtains an immediate reward rti from

the environment at time t by a reward function S × A1 × · · · ×

AN → R. In this paper, we want to minimize the travel time for

all vehicles in the system, which is hard to optimize directly. There-

fore, we define the reward for intersection i as rti = −Σlu
t
i,l

where

ut
i,l

is the queue length on the approaching lane l at time t.

• Policy π and discount factor γ . Intuitively, the joint actions

have long-term effects on the system, so that we want to minimize

the expected queue length of each intersection in each episode.

Specifically, at time t , each agent chooses an action following a

certain policy O × A → π , aiming to maximize its total reward

Gt
i = Σ

T
τ=tγ

τ−t rti , where T is total time steps of an episode and

γ ∈ [0, 1] differentiates the rewards in terms of temporal proxim-

ity.

In this paper, we use the action-value function Qi (θn ) for each

agent i at the n-th iteration (parameterized by θ)

to approximate the total reward Gt
i with neural networks by

minimizing the loss:

L(θn ) = E[(r
t
i + γ max

a′
Q(ot+1i ,a

t+1
i ;θn−1) −Q(oti , a

t
i ;θn ))

2] (1)

where ot+1i denotes the next observation for oti . These earlier

snapshots of parameters are periodically updated with the most

recent network weights and help increase the learning stability by

decorrelating predicted and target q-values.

4 METHOD

In this section, we will first introduce the proposed cooperated RL

network structure, as Fig. 1 illustrates, from bottom to top layer:

the first observation embedding layer, the interior neighborhood

cooperation layers and the final q-value prediction layer. Then we

will discuss its time and space complexity compared with other

methods of signal control for multiple intersections.

4.1 Observation Embedding

Given the raw data of the local observation, i.e., the number of

vehicles on each lane and the phase the signal currently in, we

first embed such k-dimensional data into anm-dimensional latent

space via a layer of Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP):

hi = Embed(oti ) = σ (oiWe + be ), (2)

where oti ∈ Rk is intersection i’s observation at time t and k is

the feature dimension of oti ,We ∈ Rk×m and be ∈ Rm are weight

matrix and bias vector to learn, σ is ReLU function (same deno-

tation for the following σ ). The generated hidden state hi ∈ Rm

represents the current traffic condition of the i-th intersection.

4.2 Neighborhood Cooperation via Attention

In order to cooperate with neighboring intersections, the CoLight

agent considers the traffic condition of neighbors or even distant

intersections through layers of interactions. Neighborhood cooper-

ation is necessary in multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL)

environment, since the evaluation of the conducted policy for each

agent depends not only on the observable surrounding, but also on

the policies of other agents [6, 20].

TheCoLight agent learns to communicate for cooperationwithin

a neighborhood by leveraging the attention mechanism, by which

a summary based on representations of neighboring intersections

is generated according to the representation of the target intersec-

tion. The attention mechanism is employed widely in diverse do-

mains to boost model accuracy [5, 14, 32, 33].

4.2.1 Observation Interaction. To learn the importance of in-

formation from intersection j (source intersection) in determining

the policy for intersection i (target intersection), we first embed the

representation of the two intersections from the previous layer and

calculate the importance of source to target with the following dot

product operation:

ei j = (hiWt ) · (hjWs )
T
, (3)

whereWs ,Wt ∈ Rm×n are embedding parameters for the source

and target intersection, respectively. Scalar ei, j depicts the impor-

tance of information from intersection j to determine the policy

for intersection i .

Note that the interaction between two intersections is recipro-

cal, i.e., ei j is not necessarily equal to eji . Imagine the scenario illus-

trated by Fig. 1(a), where vehicles are running on the uni-directional

9-th Avenue, Manhattan, New York. As the traffic flow goes from

intersection 9-50 to intersection 9-49, the information related to

intersection 9-50 is important for intersection 9-49 to prepare for

the future traffic (e9-49,9-50 should be quite large) while intersection

9-49 should pay little attention to the traffic condition of the down-

stream intersection 9-48 (e9-49,9-48 should be extremely small).

4.2.2 Attention Distribution within Neighborhood Scope. The

number of road arms involved in intersections varies in different

regions, e.g. four-way intersections in Manhattan, the five-way in-

tersection in the Five Points district in Atlanta, etc. Therefore, the

previously computed interaction score ei, j between two intersec-

tions has distinct implications for different kinds of intersections.

To retrieve a general attention value between source and target in-

tersections, we further normalize the interaction scores between

the target intersection i and its neighborhood intersections:

αi j = softmax(ei j ) =
exp(ei j/τ )∑

j∈Ni
exp(ei j/τ )

, (4)

where τ is the temperature factor andNi is the set of intersections

in the target intersection’s neighborhood scope. The neighborhood

of the target contains the top |Ni | closest intersections, and the

distance can be defined in multiple ways. For example, we can con-

struct the neighborhood scope for target intersection i through:

• road distance: the Manhattan distance between two intersec-

tions’ geo-locations.

• node distance: the smallest hop count between two nodes over

the network, with each node as an intersection.



Figure 1: Left: Framework of the proposed CoLight model. Right: variation of cooperation scope (light blue shadow) and at-

tention distribution (colored points, the redder, the more important) of the target intersection.

Note that intersection i itself is also included in Ni to help the

agent get aware of how much attention should be put on its own

traffic condition.

The general attention score αi j is beneficial not only for it ap-

plies to all kinds of road network structures (intersections with

different numbers of arms), but also for it relaxes the concept of

“neighborhood”.Without losing generality, the target can even take

some other intersections intoNi although they are not adjacent to

them. For instance, one four-way intersection can determine its

signal policy based on information from five nearby intersections,

four of which are the adjacent neighbors while the other is discon-

nected but geographically close to the target intersection.

4.2.3 Neighborhood Cooperation. The cooperation amongmul-

tiple intersections is finally achieved by combining the representa-

tion of source intersections and their respective importance to the

target intersection:

hsi = σ
(
Wq ·

∑

j∈Ni

αi j (hjWc ) + bq
)
, (5)

whereWc ∈ Rm×c is a weight matrix for source intersection em-

bedding,Wq and bq are trainable variables. The weighted sum of

neighborhood representation hsi ∈ R
c accumulates the key infor-

mation from the surrounding environment for performing efficient

signal policy.

In Fig. 1(b) and (c), there is only one-way running traffic across

intersection 9-49 (north to south in 9-th Avenue, east to west in

West 49-th Street). The agent for 9-49 acquires the knowledge of

adjacent intersections (intersection 9-48, 9-50, 10-49 and 8-49) di-

rectly from the first NCvA (Neighborhood Cooperation via Atten-

tion) layer. Meanwhile, the emphasizes on four neighbors are quite

distinct due to the uni-directional traffic flow, i.e., a higher atten-

tion score for intersection 9-50 (upstream, red marked) than for

9-48 (downstream, green marked). Since the hidden states of ad-

jacent neighbors from the first NCvA layer carry their respective

neighborhood message, then in the second NCvA layer, the coop-

eration scope of intersection 9-49 has significantly expanded (light

blue shadow in Fig. 1(c)) to 8 intersections. Such additional in-

formation helps the target intersection 9-49 learn the flow trend

and rely more on the upstream intersections but less on the down-

stream to take actions. As a result, the attention scores on intersec-

tion 9-50 and 8-49 grow higher while those on intersection 10-49

and 9-48 become lower. Two hidden NCvA layers offer the agent

the chance to detect environment dynamics one-hop away. More

hops of view are accessible if the neural network has multiple

NCvA layers.

In summary, the graph-level attention employed in the NCvA

layers allows the agent to adjust their focus according to the dy-

namic traffic and sense the environment in a larger scale.

4.3 Multi-head Attention

The cooperating informationhsi for the i-th intersection concludes

one type of relationship with neighboring intersections. To jointly

attend to the neighborhood from different representation subspaces

at different positions, we extend the previous single-head attention

in the neural network tomulti-head attention as much recent work

did [26, 27]. Specifically, the attention function (procedures includ-

ing Observation Interaction, Attention Distribution and Neighbor-

hood Cooperation) with different linear projections (multiple sets

of trainable parameters {Wt ,Ws ,Wc }) is performed in parallel and

the different versions of neighborhood condition summarization

hsi are averaged as hmi :

ehi j = (hiW
h
t ) · (hjW

h
s )T , (6)

αhi j = softmax(ehi j ) =
exp(ehi j/τ )

∑
j∈Ni

exp(ehi j/τ )
, (7)

hmi = σ
(
Wq ·

( 1
H

h=H∑

h=1

∑

j∈Ni

αhi j (hjW
h
c )

)
+ bq

)
, (8)



where H is the number of attention heads. Besides averaging oper-

ation, concatenating the product of multi-head attention is another

feasible way to conclude multiple types of the neighborhood coop-

eration.

4.4 Q-value Prediction

As illustrated in Fig. 1(a), each hidden layer ofmodelCoLight learns

the neighborhood representation through methods introduced in

Section 4.2. We denote such layerwise cooperation procedure by

NCvA (Neighborhood Cooperationvia Attention), then the forward

propagation of input data in CoLight can be formatted as follows.

hi = Embed(oti ), (9)

hm1
i = NCvA1(hi ),

hm2
i = NCvA2(hm1

i ),

· · · ,

hmL
i = NCvAL(hmL−1

i ),

q̃(oti ) = hmL
iWp + bp ,

whereWp ∈ Rc×p and bp ∈ Rp are parameters to learn, p is the

number of phases (action space), L is the number of NCvA layers,

q̃ is the predicted q-value.

According to Eq. (1), the loss function for our CoLight to opti-

mize the current policy is:

L(θ) =
1

T

t=T∑

t=1

i=N∑

i=1

(
q(oti ,a

t
i ) − q̃(oti ;a

t
i ,θ)

)2
, (10)

where T is the total number of time steps that contribute to the

network update, N is the number of intersections in the whole

road network, θ represents all the trainable variables in CoLight.

4.5 Complexity Analysis

Although CoLight spares additional time and parameters to learn

the cooperation according to neighborhood representation, both

the time and space it demands are approximately equal toO(m2L),

which is irrelevant to the number of intersections. Hence CoLight

is scalable even if the road network contains hundreds of or even

thousands of intersections.

4.5.1 Space Complexity. If there are L hidden layers and each

layer hasm neurons, then the size of the weight matrices and bias

vectors in each component of CoLight is: 1) Observation Embed-

ding layer: km + m; 2) interior Neighborhood Cooperation layers:(
3m2
+ (m2

+ m)
)
L = m(4m + 1)L; 3) Q-value Prediction layer:

mp +p. Hence the total number of learnable parameters to store is

O
(
m(4mL+L+k+1+p)+p

)
. Normally, the size of the hidden layer

(m) is far greater than the number of layers (L), the phase space (p)

and comparable to the input dimension (k). Therefore, the space

complexity of CoLight is approximately equal to O(m2L).

If we leverage N separate RLmodels (no cooperation) to control

signals in N intersections, then the space complexity is O
( (
(km +

m)+ (m2
+m)L + (mp +p)

)
·N

)
≈ O(m2L ·N ), which is unfeasible

when N is extremely large for city-level traffic signal control. To

scale up, the simplest solution is allowing all the intersections to

share parameters and maintain one model, in this case, the space

complexity is O(m2L), which is identical to that of CoLight.

4.5.2 Time Complexity. We assume that: 1) all the agents lever-

ageCoLight to predict q-values for the corresponding intersections

concurrently; 2) the multiple heads of attention are independently

computed so that they are as fast as the single-head attention; 3)

the embeddings for either source or target intersection condition

viaWs ,Wc andWt are separate processes that can also be executed

at the same time, 4) for one target intersection, the interaction with

all the neighbors is computed simultaneously, then the time com-

plexity (only multiplication operations considered since the addi-

tion procedures are relatively insignificant) in each component of

CoLight is: 1) Observation Embedding layer: km; 2) interior Neigh-

borhood Cooperation layers: (m2
+m2)L; 3)Q-value Prediction layer:

mp. Hence the time complexity isO
(
m(k+2mL+p)

)
, and similarly,

it is approximately equal to O(m2L).

Either the individual RL models or the shared single RL model

for signal control in multiple intersections requiresO
(
m(k +mL+

p)
)
≈ O(m2L) computation, approaching that of CoLight.

5 EXPERIMENTS

Following the tradition of the traffic signal control study [29], we

conduct experiments on SUMO (Simulation of Urban MObility)1.

In order to support large-scale reinforcement learning, we imple-

ment the multi-threaded version of SUMO. After the traffic data

being fed into the simulator, a vehicle moves towards its destina-

tion according to the setting of the environment. The simulator

provides the state to the signal control method and executes the

traffic signal actions from the control method. Following the tradi-

tion, each green signal is followed by a three-second yellow signal

and two-second all red time2.

In a traffic dataset, each vehicle is described as (o, t ,d), where

o is the origin location, t is time, and d is the destination location.

Locations o and d are both locations on the road network. Traffic

data is taken as input for the simulator.

In a multi-intersection network setting, we use the real road

network to define the network in the simulator. Unless otherwise

specified, each intersection in the road network is set to be a four-

way intersection, with four 300-meter long road segments.

Table 1: Data statistics of real-world traffic dataset

Dataset # intersections
Arrival rate (vehicles/300s)

Mean Std Max Min

DNewYork 48 240.79 10.08 274 216

DHanдzhou 12 250.70 38.21 335 208

D J inan 16 526.63 86.70 676 256

5.1 Datasets

5.1.1 Synthetic Data. In the experiment, we use two kinds of

synthetic data, i.e., uni- and bi-directional traffic, on the following

1https://sourceforge.net/projects/sumo/
2The codes and the public datasets used in this paper are available online:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/bp4ak3fc8wv8p1j/AAA2GWClMmzVOWLCfrY03NAxa?dl=0

 https://www.dropbox.com/sh/bp4ak3fc8wv8p1j/AAA2GWClMmzVOWLCfrY03NAxa?dl=0


(a) Hell’s Kitchen, Manhattan,

New York, USA

(b) Dongfeng Sub-district,

Jinan, China

(c) Gudang Sub-district,

Hangzhou, China

Figure 2: Road networks for real-world datasets. Red polygons are the areas we select to model, blue dots are the traffic sig-

nals we control. Left: 48 intersections with uni-directional traffic, middle: 12 intersections with bi-directional traffic, right: 16

intersections with uni- & bi-directional traffic.

different road networks:

•Arterial1×3: A three-intersection arterial to investigate the effec-

tiveness of our attention mechanism in a case study.

•Grid3×3: A 3 × 3 grid network to compare convergence speed of

different RL methods.

• Grid6×6: A 6 × 6 grid network to evaluate effectiveness and effi-

ciency of different methods.

•Grid10×10: A large-scale 10× 10 road network to show scalability

and effectiveness of different methods.

Each intersection in the synthetic road network has four di-

rections (West→East, East→West, South→North, North→South),

and 3 lanes (300 meters in length and 3meters in width) for each di-

rection. The traffic comes uniformlywith 300 vehicles/lane/hour in

West↔East direction and 90 vehicles/lane/hour in South↔North

direction.

5.1.2 Real-world Data. We also use the real-world traffic data

from three cities: New York, Hangzhou and Jinan. Their road net-

works are imported from OpenStreetMap3, as shown in Fig. 2. And

their traffic flows are processed from multiple sources, with data

statistics listed in Table 1.

5.2 Compared Methods

We compare our model with the following two categories of meth-

ods: conventional transportation methods and RL methods.

5.2.1 Transportation Methods.

• Fixedtime [15]: Fixed-timewith random offsets. Thismethod uses

a pre-determined plan for cycle length and phase time, which is

widely used when the traffic flow is steady.

• MaxPressure [25]: Max pressure control [25] is a state-of-the-art

network-level traffic signal control method in the transportation

field, which greedily chooses the phase that maximizes the pres-

sure (a pre-defined metric about upstream and downstream queue

length).

3https://www.openstreetmap.org

5.2.2 RL Methods. We compare our method with 5 baseline RL

methods. For fair comparisons, all the RL models are learned with-

out any pre-trained parameters.

• CGRL [24]: A coordinated RL approach for multi-intersection sig-

nal control [24]. Specifically, the cooperation is achieved by design-

ing a coordination graph and it learns to optimize the joint action

between two intersections.

• Individual RL [29]: An individual deep RL approach which does

not consider neighbor information. Each intersection is controlled

by one agent, and the agents do not share parameters, but update

their own networks independently.

• OneModel: This method uses the same state and reward as In-

dividual RL in its agent design, which only considers the traffic

condition on the roads connecting with the controlled intersection.

Instead of maintaining their own parameters, all the agents share

the same policy network.

• Neighbor RL [1]: Based on OneModel, agents concatenate their

neighboring intersections’ traffic condition with their own and all

the agents share the same parameters. Hence its feature space for

observation is larger than OneModel.

• GCN [19]: A RL based traffic signal control method that uses a

graph convolutional neural network to automatically extract the

traffic features of adjacent intersections. This method treats each

neighboring traffic condition without difference.

5.2.3 Variants of Our Proposed Method.

•CoLight: The neighborhood scope of an intersection is constructed

through Manhattan distance.

• CoLight_node: The neighborhood scope is constructed through

node distance, i.e., the smallest hop count between two intersec-

tions in the road network.

5.3 Evaluation Metric

Following existing studies, we use the average travel time to eval-

uate the performance of different models for traffic signal control.

It calculates the average travel time of all the vehicles spend be-

tween entering and leaving the area (in seconds), which is themost



Table 2: Performance on synthetic data and real-world data w.r.t average travel time. CoLight is the best.

Model Grid6×6-Uni Grid6×6-Bi DNewYork DHanдzhou D J inan

Fixedtime 209.68 209.68 1831.37 728.79 869.85

MaxPressure 186.07 194.96 404.71 422.15 361.33

CGRL [24] 1532.75 2884.23 1888.47 1582.26 1210.70

Neighbor RL [1] 240.68 248.11 1780.73 1053.45 1168.32

Individual RL [29] 314.82 261.60 -∗ 345.00 325.56

OneModel 181.81 242.63 1777.87 394.56 728.63

GCN [19] 205.40 272.14 1374.01 768.43 625.66

CoLight_node 178.42 176.71 172.80 331.50 340.70

CoLight 173.79 176.32 158.13 297.26 291.14
∗No result as Individual RL can not scale up to 48 intersections in New York’s road network.

frequently used measure of performance to control traffic signal in

the transportation field.

5.4 Effectiveness Comparison

5.4.1 Overall Analysis. Table 2 lists the performance of two

types of the proposed CoLight, classic transportation models as

well as state-of-the-art learning methods in both synthetic and real-

world datasets.

CoLight achieves consistent performance improvements over

state-of-the-art transportation (MaxPressure) and RL (Individual RL)

methods across diverse road networks and traffic patterns: the av-

erage improvement is 8.08% for synthetic data and 28.45% for real-

world data.

The performance improvements are attributed to the benefits

of multi-hop view of the neighborhood and dynamic cooperation

along with the traffic variation. The advantage of such multi-hop

dynamic cooperation is especially evident when controlling sig-

nals in real-world cities, where road structures are more irregular

and traffic flows are more dynamic.

The performance gap between the proposed CoLight and the

conventional transportation method MaxPressure becomes larger

as the evaluated data changes from synthetic regular traffic (aver-

age gap 8.08%) to real-world dynamic traffic (average gap 36.65%).

Such growing performance divergence conforms to the deficiency

inherent in MaxPressure, that it is incapable of learning from the

feedback of the environment.

Baseline learning models show inferior performance due to lack

of either the comprehensive view of the environment or the traffic-

driven cooperation: 1) Limited view of the environment: Without

neighborhood cooperation, Individual RL can hardly achieve sat-

isfactory results because it independently optimizes the single in-

tersection’s policy. Neighbor RL fails for signal control in part be-

cause the agent pays attention only to the adjacent intersections

(unaware of intersections multi-hop away). 2) No traffic-driven co-

operation: Since New York and Hangzhou have uni-directional traf-

fic, the importance of traffic condition in upstream intersections

is quite different to that in downstream intersections. Neighbor RL

can hardly distinguish the traffic condition of important neighbors

by simply mixing neighborhood information at the input stage.

GCN does not work well for either DNewYork or DHanдzhou , as

the agent treats the information from the upstream and downstream

intersections with static importance according to the prior geo-

graphic knowledge rather than real-time traffic flows.

5.4.2 Variation Study. Asmentioned in Section 4.2.2, the neigh-

borhood scope of an intersection can be defined in different ways.

And the results in Table 2 show that CoLight (using Manhattan

distance) achieves similar performance with CoLight_node under

synthetic data, but largely outperforms CoLight_node under real-

world traffic. The reason could be that under synthetic data, since

the lane lengths of all intersections are the same, Manhattan dis-

tance is identical to node distance. In the following parts of our

experiments, we only compare CoLight with other methods.

5.4.3 Convergence Comparison. In Fig. 3, we compare CoL-

ight’s performance (average travel time for vehicles evaluated at

each episode) to the corresponding learning curves for the other

five RL methods. Evaluated in all the listed datasets, the perfor-

mance of CoLight is better than any of the baselines by a large

margin, both in jumpstart performance (initial performance after

the first episode), time to threshold (learning time to achieve a pre-

specified performance level), as well as in asymptotic performance

(final learned performance). Learning the attention on neighbor-

hood does not slow down model convergence, but accelerates the

speed of approaching the optimal policy instead.

From Fig. 3(a), we discover that model Individual RL starts with

extremely huge travel time and approaches to the optimal perfor-

mance after a long training time. Such disparity of convergence

speed shown in Fig. 3 agrees with our previous space complexity

analysis (in Section 4.5.1), that agents with shared models (CGRL,

Neighbor RL, OneModel, GCN and CoLight) need to learn O(m2L)

parameters while individual agents (Individual RL) have to update

O(m2L · N ) parameters.

5.4.4 Scalability Comparison. In Fig. 4, we compare CoLight’s

training time (total clock time for 100 episodes) to the correspond-

ing running time for the other 5 RL methods. The time cost for

CoLight is comparable to that of OneModel and GCN , which is far

efficient than that of CGRL, Individual RL and Neighbor RL. Such

high efficiency of CoLight is consistent with the time complexity

analysis (in Section 4.5.2), as most of the parallel computation as-

sumptions are satisfied in our experiments.



(a) Grid3×3 (b) Grid6×6-Uni (c) Grid6×6-Bi

(d) DNewYork (e) DHanдzhou (f) D J inan

Figure 3: Convergence speed of CoLight (red continuous curves) and other 5 RL baselines (dashed curves) during training.

CoLight starts with the best performance (Jumpstart), reaches to the pre-defined performance the fastest (Time to Threshold),

and ends with the optimal policy (Aysmptotic). Curves are smoothed with a moving average of 5 points.

Figure 4: The training time of different models for 100

episodes. CoLight is efficient across all the datasets. The bar

for Individual RL on DNewYork is shadowed as its running

time is far beyond the acceptable time.

Note that the average travel time (in Table 2) and the bar of train-

ing time (in Fig. 4) for Individual RL on DNewYork is missing and

estimated, respectively. Besides Individual RL, model CGRL takes

too much time to train (the second time-consuming model) with

unsatisfactory performance (the worst performance in all datasets).

Hence, we compare the performance stability of CoLight on large

road networks with three other scalable RL methods (Neighbor RL,

OneModel and GCN ) as well as conventional transportation meth-

ods (Fixedtime and MaxPressure).

We also test our model in a large-scale network Grid10×10. In

Table 3, CoLight outperforms all the transportation and learning

baselines with 3.26% and 9.97% improvement on Grid10×10-Uni

and Grid10×10-Bi, respectively.

5.5 Hyper-parameter Study

Impact of Neighbor Number.OurCoLightmethod introduces the ad-

ditional hyper-parameter |Ni | to control the number of neighbors

for cooperation. In Fig. 7, we show how the hyper-parameter |Ni |

impact the performance and also shed lights on how to set them.

Table 3: Performance on large-scale synthetic dataGrid10×10
w.r.t average travel time. CoLight is scalable with perfor-

mance guarantee.

Model Uni-direction Bi-direction

Fixedtime 340.62 340.62

MaxPressure 296.54 321.86

Neighbor RL [1] 324.31 358.31

OneModel 304.21 511.01

GCN [19] 338.61 384.53

CoLight 286.87 289.78

As the number of neighbors grows from 2 to 5, the performance

of CoLight achieves the optimal. Further adding nearby intersec-

tions into the neighborhood scope Ni , however, leads to the op-

posite trend. As illustrated in Fig. 7, including more neighbors in

the neighborhood results in massive relation learning, which re-

quires more training. To determine signal control policy for each

intersection, computing only the attention scores on four nearby

intersections and itself seems adequate for cooperation with both

time and performance guarantee.

5.6 Attention Study

In this section, we study the attention distribution of CoLight eval-

uated on Arterial1×3 and real-world network to analyze how well

the neighborhood cooperation is implemented via the attention

mechanism.

5.6.1 Synthetic Arterial. In this section, we analyze the atten-

tion distribution for all the intersections along a synthetic arte-

rial, as shown in Figure 5. The traffic along the arterial is uni-

directional, making intersection 0 as the upstream of intersection



(a) Road network (b) Intersection 0 (c) Intersection 1 (d) Intersection 2

Figure 5: Attention distribution learned by CoLight during training process on Arterial1×3.

(a) Intersection A in New York (b) Intersection B in Hangzhou

Figure 6: Attention distribution learned by CoLight during training process in real-world traffic. Left: major concentration is

allocated on self attention and upstream intersections in DNewYork . Left: Major concentration is allocated on self attention

and arterial intersections in DHanдzhou .

Figure 7: Performance of CoLight with respect to different

numbers of neighbors (|Ni |) on dataset DHanдzhou (left) and

D J inan (right). More neighbors (|Ni | ≤ 5) for cooperation

brings better performance, but too many neighbors (|Ni | >

5) requires more time (200 episodes or more) to learn.

1 and 2. We have the following observations:

• In Figure 5(b), intersection 0 pays most of its attention on traffic

condition of itself, which coincides with the fact that the down-

stream intersection 2 and 3 have little impact on the policy of the

upstream intersection 0.

• Figure 5(c) shows that intersection 1 pays a remarkable attention

on intersection 0 compared with intersection 2. Such attention dis-

tribution for cooperation is reasonable as there are no side roads

for intersection 1 and the major traffic comes from the upstream

intersection 0.

• In Figure 5(d), the downstream intersection 2 cares most about

its own traffic flowwhile intelligently allocating appropriate atten-

tion to the two upstream intersections.

5.6.2 Real-world Network. In this section, we analyze the at-

tention distribution CoLight learns from the real data under differ-

ent scenarios: upstream intersection vs. downstream intersection,

and arterial vs. side street.

•Upstream vs. Downstream. Figure 6(a) shows an intersection (green

dot) in New York, whose neighborhood includes four nearby inter-

sections along the arterial. Trafficalong the arterial is uni-directional

(blue arrow). From the attention distribution learned by CoLight,

we can see that while the majority of attention is allocated to it-

self, the upstream intersections (orange and blue dots) have larger

scores than downstream intersections (red and purple dots).

•Arterial vs. Side Street. Figure 6(b) shows an intersection (green

dot) in Hangzhou, whose neighborhood includes two intersections

along the arterial and two intersections on the side street. Arterial

traffic is heavy and uni-directional, while side-street traffic is light

and bi-directional. From the attention distribution learned by Co-

Light, we can see that the arterial intersections (orange and blue

dots) have larger scores than side-street intersections (red and pur-

ple dots).

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a well-designed reinforcement learning

approach to solve the network-level traffic light control problem.

We conduct extensive experiments using synthetic and real-world

data and demonstrate the superior performance of our proposed

method over state-of-the-art methods. In addition, we show in-

depth case studies and observations to understand how the atten-

tion mechanism helps cooperation.

We would like to point out several important future directions

to make the method more applicable to the real world. First, the

neighborhood scope can be determined in a more flexible way. The

traffic flow information between intersections can be utilized to

determine the neighborhood, rather than a static number of nearby

intersections. Second, the raw data for observation only includes



the phase and the number of vehicles on each lane. More exterior

data like the road and weather condition might help to boot model

performance.
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